
Welcome to “The Turnways & Laurel Bank Residents Association”

Our association provides a community link to the above areas and residents of Greysheils Close
and welcomes anyone not represented by other associations in the area.

The TTLBRA, was formed officially as a body in May 2002 with a written Constitution, signed by 
the then Chairman, Ben Jordan.

Ben was the driving force behind the Residents Association and his passion was the protection of 
the area and its housing. The conversion of what had always been family homes, to HMOs was a 
major factor in drawing the local community together at this point in time.  Too many of the homes 
were being converted to HMOs and not sympathetically so in many cases.

The  Association has, from that moment supported the HMO Lobby and its Chairman Richard Tyler.

The Association has twice yearly meetings, as well as a local network for keeping residents 
informed via its e mail circulation list. We have a Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer.

Each year we publish a welcome letter to any new residents, hoping they will enjoy the area, 
whether they be short or long term residents. We have always welcomed the HMO residents and 
they have indeed enlivened our BBQs on many occasions.

We hold a street BBQ once a year, which is always well supported in good weather and bad.
The BBQ has seen a dramatic change round in the number of children attending since its early 
years, ( probably 2002), when there were a very small number of children, where as now, there is a 
far greater number, a testament to the many years of work by the HMO Lobby and Richard Tyler.

We had a great street party on the Queen's Golden Jubilee, the highlight probably “Jam sandwiches  
and gallons of tea”.

We have mounted local campaigns, such as the objection to a local telephone mast, which was 
hurriedly removed, Street Parking for residents only and a 20mph speed limit.
Our most recent problem is in trying to solve the problem of drinking and drunken behaviour in the 
ginnel down the side of the stadium. We have attended a meeting with Police, our MP, councillors, 
Palm Cove representatives and other bodies to agree a way forward. 

We have direct links with the various bodies of the stadium and set up e mail contacts with these 
bodies.  

 Our members are and have been fully supportive of the Headingley Neighbourhood Plan and its 
objectives.

The Association has enabled the area to be a really friendly place to live, with many neighbours 
knowing each other by sight and name, which in itself is a great triumph in these days.  

Contact in the first instance with - The Chairman, Derek Cockerham at cockerd@gmail.com or the 
secretary Barry Moy at barrymoy@hotmail.com. 
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